In the context of globalization, states are insinuated as little homes in the global village. Although arguments on change of powers in the current situation are widely made qualitatively, quantitative analysis by empirical information is still minimal. This study, therefore, chose an advanced quantitative methodology, using time series data on domestic paddy price, domestic cost in rice production, world market price of rice, and the government-determined price according to its policy, in multiple regression analysis.
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"It is widely asserted that we live in an era in which the greater part of social life is determined by global processes, in which national cultures, national economies and national borders are dissolving. Central to the perception is the notion of a rapid and recent process of economic globalization. A truly global economy is claimed to have emerged or to be in the process of emerging, in which distinct national economies and, therefore, domestic strategies of national economic management are increasingly irrelevant. The world economy has internationalized in its basic dynamics, it is dominated by uncontrollable market forces, and it has as its principal economic actors and major agents of change truly national transnational corporations the owe allegiance to no nation-state and locate wherever on the globe market advantage dictates" --Paul Hirst and Grahame Thompson (1999: 1) (Lawson, 2007: 123 
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